Gil Island Special Forest Management Area
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Point of Commencement
Natural boundary of Wright Sound at eastern boundary of K'distsausk/Turtle Point Conservancy, then clockwise.

Follow natural boundary of Lewis Passage to south boundary of K'distsausk/Turtle Point Conservancy

Follow boundary of K'distsausk/Turtle Point Conservancy to point of commencement

Follow natural boundary of Wright Sound, Whale Channel and Squally Channel to the south boundary of K'itisgaidz/MacDonald Bay Conservancy
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Point of Commencement
Natural boundary of Wright Sound at eastern boundary of K'distsausk/Turtle Point Conservancy. Thence clockwise.

Follow natural boundary of Wright Sound, Whale Channel and Squally Channel to the south boundary of Kitsegahtz/MacDonald Bay Conservancy.
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Point of Commencement
Natural boundary of Wright Sound at eastern boundary of K'xista'axs/ Turtle Point Conservancy, thence clockwise.

Fawcett Point
Fish Bay
Taylor Bight
York Point
Molly Point
Maple Point
DL 2372
K'nabiyaax/ Ashdown Conservancy

Follow natural boundary of Wright Sound, Whale Channel and Squally Channel to the south boundary of K'xista'axs/ MacDonald Bay Conservancy
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Point of Commencement

Natural boundary of Wright Sound at eastern boundary of K'distsaus/Turtle Point Conservancy, thence clockwise.

Follow natural boundary of Wright Sound, Whale Channel and Squally Channel to the south boundary of Kitisgaidz/MacDonald Bay Conservancy.
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Point of Commencement
Natural boundary of Wright Sound at eastern boundary of K'distsausk/Turtle Point Conservancy, thence clockwise.

Follow natural boundary of Lewis Passage to south boundary of K'distsausk/Turtle Point Conservancy.

Follow boundary of Kitisgaidz/MacDonald Bay Conservancy to natural boundary of Lewis Passage.

Follow natural boundary of Wright Sound, Whale Channel and Squally Channel to the south boundary of Kitisgaidz/MacDonald Bay Conservancy.